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１ Overview 

This program makes settings for the real-time seismograph. 

It can set thresholds for issuing or canceling warnings/advisories, relay operation, 

and buzzer operation.  

By using it, you can check the operation of external devices by performing relay tests 

from the seismograph. 

Since the set values are written in the flash memory of the seismograph, they will not 

be lost even when the power is turned off. 

Make sure that you fully understand the operation of the seismograph before making 

settings. It may behave differently than intended depending on settings.  

* Use OS of Windows 10 and memory of 4 Gb or more. 

 

 

２ Accessories 

1. USB-RS232C conversion cable 

2. RS232C-2.5φ pin jack conversion cable 

 

 

３ Installation 

1. Download the setting program from our website. 

https://www.jcorp.co.jp/shindokei/shindokei_download.html 

2. Unzip the downloaded file.  

3. Double-click setup.exe. 

4. Installation starts.  

When the installation completes, the following window is displayed. “Click CANCEL.” 
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Seismograph control program 

４ Connect to seismograph 

Connect the real-time seismograph to your PC by using the accessories, as shown in the 

figure below.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

   
 

 

 

５ Starting of setting program 

 

 

 

Double-click the icon of the seismograph control program. When the window below is 

displayed, make sure that the appropriate COM is selected and “click OK.” If you 

“click CANCEL,”the program stops.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the setting program starts, “click 読込 (Read).”Make settings, referring to 

“Functions of controls.” After changing settings, be sure to “click 登録(Register).”   
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ＡＣアダプタ 

Caution 
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pin jack when the 
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６ Stopping of setting program 

To stop the setting program, “click the cross mark icon” in the upper right of the 

program. 

 

 

７ Functions of controls 

7-1 Display of connection status 

A1 Displays the connection status of the seismograph and the setting program. When they 

are not connected, “切断 (Disconnected)” is displayed.  

 

7-2 Display of maximum seismic intensity and current seismic intensity  

B1 Displays the observed maximum seismic intensity. 

B2 Displays the real-time seismic intensity.  

 

7-3 読込 (Read) 

C1 Reads the current registration information of the seismograph. 

After the seismograph is connected, press the button to read the settings.  
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7-4 登録 (Register) 

D1 Changes the settings of the seismograph. The button registers the values changed on 

the operation window.  

 

7-5 Setting of seismic intensity 

Three seismic intensity values need to be set.  

E1 警報震度 (Warning, seismic intensity requiring the issuance of warnings) 

E2 注意震度 (Advisory, seismic intensity requiring the issuance of advisories) 

E3 解除震度 (Cancel, seismic intensity requiring the cancelation of 

warning/advisories) 

Set a number with 1 digit and 1 decimal place for seismic intensity (e.g. 3.4). 

The measurement range of seismic intensity is 0.0 to 7.9. Set seismic intensity,  

1. following the rule below. 

2. Be sure to set values for Warning, Advisory, and Cancel. 

3. Warning should be greater than Advisory. 

3. Advisory should be greater than Cancel. 

4. The difference between seismic intensity values should be 0.5 or more. 

5. Set 1.0 or more for Cancel. Measurement of seismic intensity less than 1.0 is 

 unstable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7-6  震度表⽰ (Seismic intensity display) 

Observed seismic intensity is displayed in real time. Select a method for displaying 

seismic intensity from the following: 

F1 最大震度保持 (Retain maximum seismic intensity) 

When seismic intensity exceeds Warning, the maximum seismic intensity flashes. It is 

kept displayed even after the shaking stops. 

F2 警報間保持 (Retain maximum seismic intensity between warnings) 

When seismic intensity exceeds Warning, the maximum seismic intensity flashes. When 

seismic intensity becomes lower than Cancel, real-time seismic intensity is displayed. 

F3 現在震度 (Current seismic intensity) 

Real-time seismic intensity is always displayed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Warning＞Advisory＞Cancel≧1.0 

The difference between Warning and Advisory, and Advisory 

and Cancel should be 0.5 or more to ensure stable control. 

Set 1.0 or more for Cancel. 
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7-7 リレー１ 警報震度の動作 (Relay 1  Operation at Warning) 

Select a relay operation from the following: 

H1 警報震度から解除震度の間 (Warning to Cancel) 

The relay is on when seismic intensity exceeds Warning and off when it becomes lower  

than Cancel 

H2 警報震度からリセットスイッチの間 (Warning to reset switch) 

The relay is on when seismic intensity exceeds Warning and off when the reset switch 

is pressed. 

H3 警報震度から１秒間 (1 second after Warning) 

The relay is on for a second when seismic intensity exceeds Warning and then off. 

Unless the seismic intensity becomes lower than Cancel, it will not become on even 

when seismic intensity exceeds Warning again. 

H4 使用しない (Not use) 

 

7-8 リレー２ 注意震度の動作 (Relay 2  Operation at Advisory) 

Select a relay operation from the following: 

J1 注意震度から解除震度の間 (Advisory to Cancel) 

The relay is on when seismic intensity exceeds Advisory and off when it becomes lower 

than Cancel. 

J2 注意震度からリセットスイッチの間 (Advisory to reset switch) 

The relay is on when seismic intensity exceeds Advisory and off when the reset switch 

is pressed. 

J3 注意震度から１秒間 (1 second after Advisory) 

The relay is on for a second when seismic intensity exceeds Advisory and then off. 

Unless seismic intensity becomes lower than Cancel, it will not become on even when 

seismic intensity exceeds Advisory again. 

J4 使用しない (Not use) 

 

7-9 リレー３ 解除震度の動作 (Relay 3  Operation at Cancel) 

Select a relay operation from the following: 

K1 警報後解除震度で 1 秒間 (1 second at Cancel after Warning) 

The relay is on for a second when seismic intensity exceeds Warning and becomes lower 

than Cancel. 

K2 注意後解除震度で 1 秒間 (1 second at Cancel after Advisory) 

The relay is on for a second when seismic intensity exceeds Advisory and then becomes 

lower than Cancel. 

K3 使用しない (Not use) 
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7-10 リレーの試験 (Relay test) 

Select a relay from relays 1 to 3 to test output. 

Place a check mark next to the relay to test and click OK. Its output test starts.  

If you click OK again, the output stops.  

N1 リレー１ (Relay 1, Warning relay)  

N2 リレー２（Relay 2, Advisory relay) 

N3 リレー３（Relay 3, Cancel relay) 

 

7-11 ブザーの設定 (Setting of buzzer) 

Select a buzzer operation from the following: 

P1 リレー１が ON の間 (When relay 1 is on) 

The buzzer sounds when relay 1 (Warning relay) is on. 

P2 リレー２が ON の間 (When relay 2 is on) 

The buzzer sounds when relay 2 (Advisory relay) is on. 

P3 警報震度から下記の時間 (Specified time from Warning) 

The buzzer sounds for a specified time when seismic intensity exceeds Warning.  

P4 注意震度から下記の時間 (Specified time from Advisory) 

The buzzer sounds for a specified time when seismic intensity exceeds Advisory. 

P5 鳴らさない (Not sound) 

 

7-12 ブザーの鳴動時間 (Buzzer duration time) 

R1 Buzzer sound time can be set between 5 to 150 seconds by 5. 
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Items that the setting program can change 

Items Description 

Setting of seismic 

intensity 

Changes set values for each seismic intensity.  

1. 警報震度 (Warning) 

2. 注意震度 (Advisory) 

3. 解除震度 (Cancel) 

震 度 表 示  (Seismic 

intensity display) 

Selects a display method.  

1. 最大震度表示 (Retain maximum seismic intensity) 

2. 警報間保持 (Retain maximum seismic intensity between 

warnings) 

3. 現在震度 (Current seismic intensity) 

リレー1 

警報震度の動作(Relay 1 

Operation at Warning) 

Selects a method of contact output taken when seismic intensity 

exceeds Warning. 

1. 警報震度から解除震度の間 (Warning to Cancel) 

2. 警報震度からリセットスイッチの間 (Warning to reset switch) 

3. 警報震度から 1 秒間 (1 second after Warning) 

4. 使用しない (Not use) 

リレー2 

注意震度の動作(Relay 2 

Operation at Advisory) 

Selects a method of contact output taken when seismic intensity 

exceeds Advisory. 

1. 注意震度から解除震度の間 (Advisory to Cancel) 

2. 注意震度からリセットスイッチの間 (Advisory to reset switch) 

3. 注意震度から 1 秒間 (1 second after Advisory) 

4. 使用しない (Not use) 

リレー3 

解除震度の動作(Relay 3 

Operation at Cancel) 

 

Select an operation taken when seismic intensity becomes lower 

than Cancel.  

1. 警報後解除震度で 1 秒間 (1 second at Cancel after Warning) 

2. 注意後解除震度で 1 秒間 (1 second at Cancel after Advisory) 

3. 使用しない (Not use) 

リレーの試験(Relay test) Output tests can be performed for each contact.  

1. リレー１ (Relay 1, Warning relay) 

2. リレー２（Relay 2, Advisory relay） 

3. リレー３（Relay 3, Cancel relay） 

ブザーの設定(Setting of 

buzzer) 

Selects a buzzer operation.  

1. リレー1 が ON の間 (When relay 1 (Warning relay) is on) 

2. リレー2 が ON の間 (When relay 2 (Advisory relay) is on) 

3. 警報震度から指定された時間 (Specified time from Warning) 

4. 注意震度から指定された時間 (Specified time from Advisory) 

5. 鳴らさない (Not sound) 

ブ ザ ー の 鳴 動 時 間 

(Buzzer duration time) 

Sets buzzer duration time between 5 and 150 seconds by 5. 
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